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at this point, you should be back at the top of the "new chapter" wizard. you can go back to the
"book" window if you created more chapters. click on "import document" to import a page from the
document into the current session. you can import multiple pages or multiple documents. all current
mastercam product design, engineering and manufacturing experience is leveraged into the
package. mastercam includes the latest in 3d graphics, modeling and rendering, and cam
technology for the most accurate results. whether you're a cad manager, cam engineer, or
design/manufacturing supervisor, mastercam provides the best tools and performance to help you
design great products. in the 2.008 course specific files on your dropbox you should find a files
called: lab – this is the back up for the lab assessments. labs.ser – this is the labs assessment
(answer) files for this course.txt – this is a text file containing links to the grade assessments.
mastercam is the worlds most widely used cam software. its intuitive interface makes it easy to learn
and use. users of mastercam can easily export their cnc machining projects to other cam software
and program their cnc routers to cut their parts. mastercam can also be used to create small,
medium, and large mechanical parts. mastercam is used in an estimated 800,000 cnc machines
worldwide. implementing aoi is a feature that mastercam is built around and not something that
must be added on top. mastercam enables users to easily create aoi on a part they are creating.
solidbox has aoi built in and also makes it very easy to convert an aoi part file to a part file you can
use in mastercam.
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most computers today have some kind of anti-virus software to protect from unwanted malware. in
some cases, these have been found to interfere with applications such as mastercam which are

running on the computer. cnc software does not recommend specific anti-virus products, but if you
see unexpected issues, it may be a conflict with anti-virus software. try temporarily disabling the anti-
virus software or setting an exception for mastercam. with the latest release of mastercam, we have

upgraded the display to the latest 3d graphics system. we have also added new display features
such as 3d surfaces and mastercam for design communities. this latest release also includes

improvements to the animation and the performance of the application. the system will shut down
the software when it reaches the maximum level of ram usage. if you have 16gb of ram installed,

mastercam will use 16gb of ram at maximum. mastercam can use all ram installed, but it will use it
in proportion to the available ram. the processor speed will impact how fast the software will
calculate and complete tasks. with each release, more and more aspects of mastercam are

becoming multi-core processor aware. toolpath calculation and simulation will generally run faster
with a multi-core processor. we typically see a 50% reduction in toolpath calculation time with the
latest intel i7 or xeon processors. to access the network services, you must have full rights to both
the shared drive and the port that mastercam is listening on. this is not typically the case with a

home network setup, but we’ll explain how to do this on a dedicated network. 5ec8ef588b
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